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Are ministry’s rental maps a missed 
opportunity? 
Regional Development Ministry unveils rental pricing maps for reference only. Some 
experts say opportunities have been missed. 
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Location within a district is not taken into account on the rental maps 

The Ministry for Regional Development (MMR) today unveiled new residential rent pricing 

maps based on district and building category. While the ministry stresses that the maps are for 

referential purposes only, some property experts says important details have been omitted and an 

opportunity missed to create a more purposeful — and accurate — evaluation system. 

The Institute of Regional Information (IRI) won the MMR tender to create a  map of average rents in 

the Czech Republic for which it will receive Kč 888,000. The Internet-based maps commissioned by 

the ministry contain data on average rents in almost 600 of the largest districts in the country, where 

90 percent of all rented accommodation is located. 

The MMR stresses that the maps are only one of several tools to assist landlords, tenants and courts 

of law to ascertain the average level of rents in a given location. But even before the new system was 

launched, critics emerged who said that the maps in their planned format could not possibly reflect 

the true situation. 
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“The IRI has collected data and information from real estate agents. But they are not landlords and 

they only provide services to property owners,” Bedřich Skalický, president of the Czech Chamber of 

Real Estate Agencies (ČKRK), told Czech Position. For the maps to be reliable, he says the data 

should be gathered from landlords directly. However, landlords are not obliged to provide such 

information. 

“Abroad it is common that subjects are obliged to make public information about real estate 

transactions. If obligatory notification were introduced in the Czech Republic, the whole residential 

property market would be under control,” Skalický said, adding that currently the state loses money 

because it’s up each individual whether or not tax is paid from rents. 

Free Maps 

Obligatory property transaction notification would have the added advantage that it would be 

possible to compile rental maps practically for free. “It’s common practice in western countries and 

has proven to work. In the Czech Republic, we don’t have such a database, and therefore we have the 

problem of creating price maps,” said Zdeněk Havelka, managing director of CPI, which with some 

10,000 residential properties is the second-largest residential landlord in the country. 

The MMR, however, says that under current legal conditions it would be impossible to introduce 

obligatory property transaction notification. “It would require a change to the Civil Code and the law 

on the protection of personal data. Lawyers also say that it might require a change to the 

Constitution’s Bill of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms,” Jana Jabůrková, head of the MMR’s 

communication’s department, told Czech Position. 

The IRI cooperated with a range of large real estate agents and also the Civil Association of Owners 

of Houses, Apartments to create the maps. “Companies will now be able to contribute to the further 

development of the system and they will capture roughly 10 percent of the market,” said Bedřich 

Skalický, adding that the Czech Republic is specific in that real estate agents broker only 40 percent 

of property transactions with residential property in the country, while in some developed countries 

the percentage is as high as 95 percent. 

For now, the pricing maps do not differentiate between apartments that fall into the same building 

type category. “Other characteristics such as apartment location, situation, floor and services 

provided in buildings should be taken into account. After all, these factors influence property prices 

and rental rates,” Skalický said. 

Real estate firm CPI advocates introducing a points system under which residential property would 

be evaluated according to a range of individual factors in addition to district and building category. 

More sophistication later   



CPI’s managing director points to other factors that he says distort the pricing maps: “The most 

glaring is that subsidized municipal apartments and apartments with purely market rents fall into 

the same building categories,” Havelka said. 

“Under the current conditions, it’s impossible to establish a single value that would cover all forms of 

accommodation, the technical state of buildings and other specific conditions for each individual 

apartment,” Havelka explained. “I presume that that the price margins of the prepared maps will 

serve as some sort of bracket beyond which for economic reasons estimated prices should not reach.” 

The MMR promises that, in time, a more sophisticated system will be created. “We predict that it will 

be possible to apply certain mathematical patterns relating to the quality and situation of apartments 

with the growing volume of data and include this information in the database,” Jabůrková said. 

Nevertheless, Jabůrková said that experience in Germany in recent years serves as a reason for 

caution: “While the database of standard rents has been relatively accurate for a couple of decades, 

coefficients based on furnishings and situation that raise or lower values are being used less in recent 

years and have lost precision.” 

This is due to greater variations in the types and styles of accommodation and greater variation in 

furnishings, Jabůrková said. “This will be an informational database and in no way binding. There is 

no legal regulation that requires this database; there’s no way it can be used as a basis for a legal 

demand,” she said. 

Some real-estate experts, however, say that the price maps could additionally serve to resolve certain 

issues.    

“Many people launder illicit money through estate agents. With this map and the conditions of its 

creation, the MMR has missed a chance to set rules for business with property,” Skalický, said. 

Nevertheless, to create such rules would require more detailed data — moreover obligation to 

provide data on property transactions — and would take much more than three months to create, as 

was the case with the pricing maps launched Feb. 28.  
 


